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ABOUT US

The Ian Wright Organisation (Est. 1991) is passionate 

about creating the perfect event experience for you 

or your clients. We are an event management 

company with an imaginative, reliable and realistic 

team of event managers supported by expert 

instructors who will ensure you get the most out of 

your day. 

This ethic has made us one of the UK’s leading 

specialists in the provision of entertainment and 

development programmes and breathtaking activity 

days for the corporate market and private parties.



THE VENUE – South of England Event Centre

Looking to hire a venue for your event? Our vibrant 150-acre 

estate offers a host of unique event spaces, providing the 

ideal backdrop to any occasion.

Set in the beautiful Sussex countryside, and located just 36 

miles from London and 20 miles from Brighton, we’re 

perfectly situated in the centre of the South East region.

Whether you need a concert showground, business meeting 

room, exhibition space or private party venue, our 

showground is amazingly versatile and can be adapted for 

any bespoke event, large or small.

Home to the famous South of England Show, we’re adept at 

organising events that see well over 100,000 visitors pass 

through our gates every year.

All the profits generated from our venue hire go directly 

towards supporting our charitable work to help agricultural 

projects including animal husbandry and forestry. We’re also 

proud to have a ‘zero’ to landfill policy with all our waste 

recycled or converted to energy.

Need parking? Up to 6,000 vehicles can park for free on-site. 

If you’re travelling by rail or air, we’re easily accessible from 

mainline rail stations and just 11 miles from London Gatwick 

Airport.



YOUR EVENT

Your event will be tailor made based on your specific 

requirements. If you can let us have your numbers, the 

amount of time you want to spend doing the activities and 

any other information you have about your proposed 

event, we will tailor a package to meet your criteria.



Apache Rally Cars

Arguably one of the most exciting experiences you’ll get! The Apache Rally Car 

has been designed to allow you to drive very fast and very sideways whilst in 

complete safety. Going sideways in style is a skill that is not only rewarding to 

achieve but is exciting to watch and, with our instructor sat beside you, it is a 

skill that you will be able to master. Once you have mastered the controlled 

slide you are arguably in for one of the most exciting experiences you’ll get. 

Clay Pigeon Shooting

There is nothing quite like the thrill of downing a clay pigeon as it soars across 

the sky. At our events we offer top class tuition, so, once you have got your 

eye in, you’ll be hitting your targets like there’s no tomorrow and can promise 

that you are unlikely to leave us without feeling confident about your 

achievement.

THE ACTIVITIES



Quad Bike Safari 

Following a full and thorough safety briefing from our qualified instructor on 

how to ride a quad bike safely, you will then get yourself familiar with riding a 

quad bike on a large coned circuit. As you gain experience you will feel able to 

increase your confidence and speed to a point where your instructor will then 

be happy to take you out on a Quad Bike Safari where you get the chance to 

venture out across our 200 acre estate along tracks through woods and open 

fields.

Quad Bike Obstacle

Following a full and thorough safety briefing from our qualified instructor on 

how to ride a quad bike safely, you will then get yourself familiar with riding a 

quad bike on a large coned circuit.. As you gain experience you will feel able to 

increase your speed to a point where you will be power sliding the quad bike 

around the turns. This activity challenges any rider's ability to balance the bike 

correctly and to ride with a greater sense of coordination as the circuit has 

tight corners and numerous obstacles to overcome.



Blindfold Driving Challenge

This is a great team event. Everyone gets the chance to drive - whilst 

blindfolded - with the rest of the team shouting instructions from the back on 

how to negotiate the vehicle around a twisting, turning track. Just to make it 

harder you’ll be running against the clock and will get penalty points for 

hitting any cones on the way and you’ll not be allowed to use the words “left” 

and “right” when giving the driver directions! 

Powerturns

These incredible machines have no steering wheels and have to be controlled 

by careful manipulation of the twin engine throttles. Powerturns have two 

engines which both independently power each rear wheel. They are 

controlled by two levers and can spin on their own axis. Quick acceleration will 

produce wheelies, giving you so much fun you will be smiling for weeks.



Reverse Steer

Total confusion reigns as you drive a car that turns left when you want it to 

turn right. Driven around an obstacle course against the clock and with 

penalty points for hitting any cones on the way always ends up with hilarious 

results.

Segways

These two wheeled machines will amaze you and prove a real hit with 

everyone who tries them. They are totally unique and hugely versatile yet very 

easy to operate. It only takes a matter of minutes to get used to them at which 

point you will be tasked with steering your Segway around a slalom course and 

back to the start in the quickest time possible.



Rocket Launch

This activity really gets you back to those “Blue Peter” days with loads of 

sticky back plastic and a creative mind needed! Teams will be provided with a 

set of components from which they will build their rocket and rocket launcher 

and there will be strict rules as to what is and isn’t allowed. Once all have 

been completed we will hold the rocket launch grand finale. One member 

from each team steps forward armed only with a hand pump and sets about 

launching their rocket in an attempt to propel it further than all the other 

teams rockets… some with hilarious results. 

Minefield

A team of relief workers are transporting a container of life saving serum—the 

final obstacle to overcome is a minefield. You can see safe islands in the 

minefield but how will you transport the team and the serum safely between 

the islands? This activity requires real team work to be able to succeed.



Egg Ballista

How far can you launch an egg? The team has to construct a launcher capable 

of firing an egg as far as possible. There is a variety of equipment to choose 

from with endless solutions to the problem. The hilarious result is finding out if 

your launcher will fire the eggs straight up, backwards or whether they’ll just 

explode in mid air!

Geese Herding

This activity is all about learning how to communicate with the Border Collies 

and getting them to herd geese through a course. The dogs are trained to 

respond to a variety of different commands and whistles and you will be 

amazed at how quickly you learn to control the dogs and experience a 

traditional part of working farm life and a taste of the countryside.



Target Archery

The ancient sport of target archery developed in the 14th Century under King 

Edward III when he commanded that "all able-bodied men from the age of 16 

to 65 shall practice at the butts each Sunday" and that "those strong in body 

shall learn the art of shooting". The basics of archery have not changed much. 

However, the use of modern materials now helps you develop the skill with 

some excellent coaching from us.

Gun Dog Handling

Our Gundog school gives you and your colleagues a rare opportunity to 

control highly trained gundogs. Enjoy a lively demonstration of the dogs in 

action and learn about their history. Then try it for yourself, with a hands-on 

experience beginning with basic obedience instructions before progressing to 

full retrieves.



Falconry

This ancient, noble sport is both thrilling and fascinating. The guests will enjoy 

a static display of many different hawks, owls and falcons, as well as 

experiencing the thrill of flying trained hawks from their own fist. 

Experience the thrill of the flight of the Falcon, the true fighter-pilot of the 

bird world, who’s agility and speed is breathtaking as she flies to the lure, then 

end your session with a hands on session as our trained Harris Hawks fly to 

your gauntleted fist. 

Traditional Longbows

Instead of shooting at a target straight in front of you, you will be aiming at an 

array of life size, 3D big game targets such as Buffalo, Bears and Wild Boars. 

Take yourself back to medieval days when tonight’s dinner depends on how 

you perform out in the field. Try out a variety of traditional bows, with our 

very own Robin Hood showing how it should be done. You’ll be amazed how 

quickly you improve and how far you can fire an arrow!



Competition Rifle Shooting

Many of today’s best shooters started their shooting careers with air rifles. 

Indeed air rifle shooting has a strong and competitive following, all the way to 

Olympic level. The rifles we use are extremely accurate over short distances 

and qualified shooting instructors will supervise as you shoot from safety 

cages at magnetic knockdown targets.

It’s a Knockout

It’s a Knockout is an impressive spectacle where participants enjoy competing 

on a wide range of visually stunning inflatable’s and hilarious games in an 

arena filled with high jinks and laughter. This uplifting event relieves the 

stresses of office life and gives

individuals an opportunity to enjoy an energetic and entertaining activity with 

their colleagues, directly improving team interaction and morale.



School Sports Day

Take a stroll down memory lane and return to the carefree years of the School 

Sports Day. Hot summer days spent on the playing fields where the Mums and 

Dads were itching to get out there and show the kids just how it should be 

done. Well now’s your chance as we bring to you some of the old favorites 

such as the egg & spoon race, three legged race, tug of war and sack races. 

We will also introduce a few contemporary activities such as the ski race and 

space hopper race. You can now re-live those days with one of our team 

building school sports day events. We will provide all the activities, coloured 

team T-Shirts and even our own Head Master with loud hailer to take charge 

of this laugh out loud day of fun!

Eco Challenge

It is the year 3008, fossil fuels ran out long ago and the planet is a very 

different place to live. We will design you a brief relating to your business and 

you will then be set the challenge to design and build an eco friendly vehicle 

within a set time. On completion they will be MOT’d and given marks for 

design after which the “Eco Challenge Grand Finale” will take place when your 

contraptions will be raced against each other.



Why choose

• We offer a wide range of activities which will suit everyone's requirements. 

• We've been organising events successfully for over 25 years.

• Our clients tell us that we always exceed expectations.

• We run events from our own venue in Kent but also have a wide range 
of venue partners where we can operate from .

“We had a fantastic day that was enjoyed by all. The staff were helpful 

and friendly and the activities were excellent fun and well organised. 

We can't wait to come back and try out other activities.”

KPMG


